We consider Schrodinger operators H in L 2(Rn), n EN, with countably infinitely many local singularities of the potential which are separated from each other by a positive distance. It is proved that due to locality each singularity yields a separate contribution to the deficiency index of H. In the special case where the singularities are pointlike and the potential exhibits certain symmetries near these points we give an explicit construction of self-adjoint boundary conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our interest in the computation of deficiency indices and in the construction of self-adjoint boundary conditions for singular Schrodinger operators stems from several investigations of certain idealized model Hamiltonians, so-called point interactions. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] These analytically solvable models have a long history and play an important role in nuclear and solid state physics (cf., e.g., Ref. 9 and the literature therein). In this paper we particularly study the mathematical structure behind point interactions and some of their generalizations (interactions concentrated on submanifolds).
In Sec II we consider Schrodinger operators H in L 2(Rn ), n E N with countably infinitely many local singularities of the potential V which are uniformly separated from each other by a distance E > O. Our main result (Theorem 2.5) concerning the deficiency index of H confirms the intuitive statement that due to locality each singularity should separately yield a contribution to the total deficiency index of H. Our proof is patterned after a result of Behncke ll (c.f. also Ref. 12) where the corresponding problem is solved for strongly singular Dirac operators. Theorem 2.5 is general enough not only to include the case of point interactions in addition to V but also to allow additional interactions concentrated on submanifolds (like l5-shell interactions 8 (b) ).
Section II represents the first step in the analysis, namely to reduce the computation of the deficiency indices of a Schrodinger operator H with several singularities to that of several Schrodinger operators H j with a single singularity. The second step, the explicit construction of self-adjoint boundary conditions for H j , is studied in Sec. III. In the special case where the singularity in H j is pointlike and H j exhibits certain symmetries around this point such that H j reduces to a direct sum of ordinary Schrodinger operators in L 2((0,00)) (a case particularly important in applications) a general treatment of singular boundary conditions at the origin is presented. In particular, we study systems of the type with WE LOO ((0,00)) real valued, ~::;A <~, a,r E R, 0 <a <2.
Our methods rely heavily on the use of (ir)regular solutions associated with (1.1) and on corresponding Volterra integral equations. This yields a generalization of previous results of Rellich,13 where the case a = 0 in (1.1) has been considered.
II. DEFICIENCY INDICES OF SINGULAR SCHRODINGER

OPERATORS
In this section we show that countably infinitely many local singularities of the potential which are uniformly separated from each other by a distance E> 0 do not interfere when considering the total deficiency index of the corresponding Schrodinger operator.
We introduce the following. Hypothesis H: Let JCZ,\[Ol be a finite or countably infinite index set, J ° = Ju [ 0 l.
(i) ~j eRn, n E N is a compact set of Lebesgue measure zero for allj E J, ~o = 0.
(ii) J'j E L;oc (Rn '\~j) is real valued, j E J o , and (a) supp (J'j) is compact for alljEJ, or (b) J'j are bounded from below on every compact subset ofR n '\~j for allj E J o .
(iii) For some
For notational convenience we will also use the abbreviations
and note that ~ is closed and of Lebesgue measure zero by hypotheses H(i) and H(iii).
As our first technical result we state the following. Lemma 2.1: Assume conditions H(i) and H(iii). Then there exist ¢j' ~j E COO (Rn ),j E J o such that we have the following. For the rest of this section tPj (resp. ~j) always denote the C 00 (JR") functions of Lemma 2.1. Next we introduce the minimal Schr6dinger operators 
We start our analysis with the following. 
and
•
Lemma 2.3: Assume conditions H(i)-H(iv). Then, for allj EJ o , g E g;(H) implies tPjg E g;(H)ng;(Hj) (2.14)
and H(tPj g) = ~(tPj g) + W(tPj g).
Proof
Let g E g; (H). Then there exists a sequence
it remains to consider the second term on the right-hand side of(2.15).
JR-
and thus and hence 
I I /3j1 t,bj 4'>jI E pj) (H).
(2.30)
Then, by the locality of H,
On the other hand, from Lemma 2.4(i) we infer 2 def1H) (2.32) If def(Hj) = 00 for some j E J o then it suffices to follow part (a) in order to conclude def(H) = 00.
• For the rest of this section we discuss hypotheses H(i)-H(iv) and sketch possible generalizations. We start with two examples which clearly demonstrate the range of applicability of Theorem 2.5.
Example 2.6: Let
where Cj/) E R, 1= 1, ... ,4, e j ERn, le j I = 1, Xj'Yj,zj ERn, Rj >0,
Thus one may choose 
'(!J,CS)-L 2(!J,CS) is a linear symmetric differential operator with C 00 coefficients, !J C R n open, noS EN. If M is a C 00 manifold of!J which is closed in!J and has codimension greater than zero he studied the relation between the deficiency indices of A and A Ie O'(n ,M,e') .
We also mention the possibility of replacing R n by 
III. SINGULAR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS
In Sec. II we indicated how to reduce the computation of def(H ) to that of def(Hj)' In the special case where ~ can be decomposed into a direct sum of ordinary differential operators on (0,00) [e.g., h, is bounded from below and has def(h) = 1. In order to determi~e explicitly the one-parameter family of self-adjoint extensions of h we shall study solutions of the equation
where Let F;. (r) be the regular solution of Eq. (3.2), i.e.,
F;. (r) = F~)(r) -l' dr' tJ)(r,r') V (r')F;. (r'),
where We also note that [GA,FA]r = 1. Given the above preliminaries we now derive all selfadjoint extensions of h. The adjoint operator of h reads
and by the general theory of second-order ordinary differential operators all self-adjoint extensions hv of h are given b y 3O-32.38
r--o+ -00 < v..;;; 00, 
-f dr' G A (r')(h *g)(r'). (3.22)
Thus we obtain for g E 9 (h y ) where
r--o+ and hence lim G,dr)/G~)(r) = 1.
(3.27) r--o+ Equations (3.24) and (3.27) together with Eq. (3.21) then prove
If we insert the asymptotic expansion of FA (r) as r~ + into Eq. (3.16) we get the corresponding expansion for G A (r). Let
Gf(r) denote the asymptotic expansion of GA(r) up to the smallest order such that
[A constructive approach to calculate Gf(r) will be given later on.] Then Eq. (3.21) implies
FA(r) GA(r) -Gf(r)
=Cl--+C2--':':'~-"':":":''';''' F~)(r) F~)(r)
Using Eqs. (3.15) and (3.17), one shows that 
(3.44)
A formal integration then yields Summarizing the whole section, we have proved the following.
Theorem 3.1: Assume the conditions in (3.1). Then all self-adjoint extensions h y of h can be characterized by h y = -: ; +A (A -l)r-2 + yr-I + ar-a + W, In the trivial case A = I, a = y = 0, the boundary values take on the familiar form (3.56) Remark 3.2: In the special case where V (r) has a Laurent expansion of the type VIr) = l:;;;= _2amf" near the origin, the above result has been derived by Rellich.13 His proof relies entirely on the meromorphic structure of V whereas ours seems to be more direct and covers the general case VIr) = ar-a,O<a <2. It is obvious from the arguments presented above that our method extends to potentials of the type N VIr) = L a j raj + W, j=l WE L coHO, 00)) real valued, a j E R, O<a j <2, NE N. In addition, our analysis extends in a straightforward manner to A (A -1) E R since semiboundedness of h (i.e., A>!) turns out to be inessential.
